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INTRODUCTION 
 
Every day, Canada’s mayors and councillors see what needs to be done in our communities, 
but too often they do not have the resources to do it. They also know this is not just a 
problem for individual communities; it is a national problem. And they know the need for a 
solution is urgent.  
 
The Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) welcomed the invitation by Transport, 
Infrastructure and Communities Canada to participate in a technical consultation with officials 
to provide input and identify workable solutions to an improved administrative design for the 
Small Communities Component of the Building Canada Fund. Of particular note, this 
process, along with the infrastructure consultation led by Minister Cannon a year ago, marks 
a significant departure from the old top-down approach to designing federal investments in 
infrastructure. Both are key steps in a process that will drastically change the way municipal 
infrastructure is financed. It is our hope that the final program design of BCF will reflect the 
findings and outcomes from these consultations 
 
As this submission will show, municipalities build, own and maintain the majority of this 
country’s infrastructure – infrastructure that supports our global competitiveness and enviable 
quality of life – but the current approach to delivering important and welcome federal funding 
through application-based programs, is broken and must be fixed. 
 
 
Municipal experiences of previous federal infrastructure funding programs 
 
In mid-August 2006, FCM surveyed a representative sample of 28 municipalities, from every 
jurisdiction, as well as every provincial/territorial municipal association to solicit their views on 
existing infrastructure programs, including the gas tax transfer and MRIF. This survey was 
completed as part of our submission to Minister Cannon’s summer 2006 consultations on a 
long term infrastructure plan. Key findings from the 2006 survey, all of which are applicable 
to this year’s technical consultation, include: 
 
1. More local input to program design, administration and accountability frameworks are 

required to improve efficiency and effectiveness of federal funding programs. 
 
2. Federal infrastructure programs must support and respect local priorities and long-term 

plans. 
 
3. The unique context and limited capacities of small communities must be recognized in 

the design of new federal programs.  
 
4. Construction cost inflation is a serious concern, particularly when application-based 

federal programs result in long waits between application and project approval.  
 
5. Duplication or overlap in application, administrative and reporting requirements 

between and within federal programs results in unnecessary additional costs and distorts 
local decision making. 
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Building Canada Fund 

 
Budget 2007 announced the creation of the seven year, $8.8B Building Canada Fund in 
Budget 2007.  The Government of Canada is now looking at the detailed, technical design of 
Building Canada Fund's (BCF) application and administration processes. Minister Cannon 
committed to consult FCM, as well as P/T governments on the issue.  
 
Municipalities with experience with the Municipal Rural Infrastructure Fund (MRIF), the de 
facto predecessor to the Small Communities Component of the Building Canada Fund, have 
expressed a strong desire to reduce unnecessary administrative burdens of application-
based funding programs, while ensuring that programs are accessible, efficient, effective and 
accountable.  
 
 
August 2007 Technical Consultation 

 
On August 23, 2007, at the request of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities Canada, 
FCM convened an expert panel of municipal administrators from smaller and medium-sized 
municipalities from across Canada to meet with federal officials responsible for the 
administrative design of BCF.  All travel and accommodation planning and costs associated 
with the municipal delegation to this consultation were covered by FCM. 
 
The purpose of the consultation was to explore areas of common concern with respect to the 
administration of MRIF, and to identify shared principles that could be applied to an improved 
and enhanced administrative design for BCF. 
 
Municipal sector representatives: 

1. City of Fredericton, NB, (pop. 50,000), Chris MacPherson, Deputy CAO 
2. Wilmot Township, ON, (pop. 17,000), Grant Whittington, CAO 
3. City of Summerside, PEI, (pop. 15,000), Malcolm Miller, Director of Finance 
4. Tow of Humboldt, SK, (pop. 5,000), Thomas Goulden, City Manager 
5. Town of Fort Smith, NWT, (pop. 3,600), Roy Scott, SAO 
6. Starland County, AB, (pop. 2,500), Ross Rawlusyk, CAO 
7. Union of BC Municipalities, BC, Brenda Gibson, GTF Administrator 
8. Association of Municipalities of Ontario, ON, Judy Dezell, GTF Administrator 
9. Ontario Municipal Administrators Association, Nigel Bellchamber, General Manager, 

(acting in a consultant role to FCM) 
10. FCM staff 
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Relevant Considerations of Municipal Finance 
 
The following elements of municipal finance and infrastructure were provided as important 

background to the consultant.  Understanding the governance and regulatory context in which 
municipal governments operate must be considered when designing federal programs to support 
municipal infrastructure. 
 
Planning 
• Municipalities across the country prepare annual budgets for the purposes of setting tax rates 

and planning operations. 
• Multi-year capital budgets, with time spans of three to five years and in many cases up to 20 

years are also routinely adopted by municipalities across the country. 
• These budgets are prepared in public session, and adopted after a program of public 

consultation.  Municipal budget setting is by far the most transparent of any level of 
government in Canada. 

• Municipalities are not permitted to deficit budget nor to finance operations through debt. 
 
Controls 
• Transparency does not end at budget adoption.  Municipalities have public procurement 

processes, adopted as policy, which they follow in the award of capital projects. 
• The results of municipal purchasing processes usually end with awards by municipal councils 

in public session unless legislation delegates or allows for the delegation of some awards to 
staff or committee. This process is always a transparent public process. 

• As a minimum, municipal financial reports include an external annual audit in accordance with 
the same accounting principles as federal and provincial governments, beginning with the 
fiscal year starting January 1, 2009.  Until then accounting requirements are as prescribed by 
the provincial governments, but generally mirror federal and provincial standards with a 
couple of exceptions. 

• Controls on municipal government are not limited to budgeting and expenditures however.  
There is a variety of debt limit provisions, and in some cases public approval prior to issuance 
of debt in some provincial jurisdictions.  And municipal debt can only be incurred for capital 
purposes.  There must be a clear plan for repayment of both principal and interest over a 
predetermined term.  This applies to all debt instruments, including leases. 

 
Unique Characteristics of Municipal Infrastructure: 
Municipal infrastructure, unlike infrastructure administered by other orders of government, is: 
• Owned, operated or administered by municipal government; 
• Largely funded from the property tax and/or user fees; 
• Concurrently serves economic, social, cultural and environmental objectives; 1  
• Complex, interconnected and multi-purpose; 2 and 
• Includes the full range of public infrastructure, from roads, bridges and transit, to water, 

wastewater and solid-waste systems, parks, community and recreation centres and other 
social infrastructure. 

                                                

1 For example, parks are important social and cultural infrastructure but may also attract economic development and 
reduce storm-water run-off; roads and public transit are important for businesses, but also connect citizens.  
2 For example, city streets also serve as below- and above-grade utility corridors; recreation centres are also used by 
community and school groups; solid waste, water and waste-water systems often serve more than one municipality in a region; 
parks and green-spaces are incorporated into storm-water retention plans; walking paths are used by cycle commuters on 
weekdays; and public transit relies on dedicated rights-of-way as well as municipal and regional roads networks. 
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PRINCIPLES FOR IMPROVED PROGRAM DESIGN 
 
The body of the consultation was structured around a list of discussion topics provided by 
Transport, Infrastructure and Communities Canada (see Annex 1). In addition to responding 
to each discussion topic, a summary of which is provided in the following section, a 
principles-based approach to an improved administrative design for the Small Communities 
Component of the Building Canada Fund is presented here. Municipalities will apply these 
principles to the final administrative design of BCF and then judge and publicly report on the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the new program accordingly. 
 
1. Long-term planning 

Infrastructure financing is a long-term undertaking, an investment with a 30-, 50- or 70-
year time horizon. Infrastructure investments are a basic foundation and required 
precursor for all economic activity. As a consequence, while ad hoc contributions from 
the federal government have been useful, they have not provided the long-term structural 
solution needed to fix the infrastructure deficit permanently, nor do they necessarily well 
support rational, publicly approved long-term planning by municipalities.  
 
BCF administrative requirements must recognize, respect, reward existing long-term 
municipal planning processes. These plans are almost always the result of extensive 
public input and approval processes, integrate financial, infrastructure, land-use and 
transportation plans, including asset management plans, and respond to social, 
economic and environmental sustainability considerations. In short, existing, long-term 
municipal plans, particularly capital plans, provide a high degree of accountability, 
transparency and sustainability to local decision making.   
 
The administrative design of BCF must provide greater flexibility and predictability than 
has been the practice in previous programs to protect and enhance the benefits of 
existing municipal plans. Overly rigid administration of these programs leads to the 
distortion of local priority setting, for instance, by selecting a low-priority project for 
application because it most closely fits program requirements or is ready to go off the 
shelf for an impending application deadline, resulting in sub-optimal allocation of funds.  
 
Uncertainty, particularly during the application review process, will lead municipal 
governments, which are required to balance their annual budgets, towards fiscal 
conservatism, to delayed investments and to an aversion towards both debt financing, 
and innovative approaches financing and asset management.  
 
 

2. Two-way Accountability 

 
Municipal leaders certainly understand the Government’s concerns about accountability, 
as they are on the front lines providing essential services in Canada’s communities. They 
are accountable every day for how well they deliver these. 
 
Accountability is not a one-way street. All governments involved in a program have to be 
accountable for how the money is spent.  Nor does more paperwork necessarily improve 
accountability, it just increases compliance costs. We have to fight the simple reflex of 
throwing more reporting requirements into the mix.  
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The results of our 2006 survey show very strong views on the administrative burden 
posed by existing accountability requirements. This tell us that, at a minimum, these have 
to be streamlined and basic efficacy tests applied to new approaches: 
• Municipal and provincial/territorial input to program design, administration and 

reporting frameworks will improve accountability without needlessly increasing 
paperwork.  

• Most provinces/territories already have a well-established and accepted 
accountability and reporting process for municipalities, yet federal programs often 
impose different processes, without local input, which are not as well understood or 
as applicable to conditions in that jurisdiction, and are often confusing or overlapping 
with provincial/territorial requirements.  

• Short-term, ad hoc funding and transfer programs do not provide the certainty of 
future revenue flows required to make useful or realistic long-range capital plans, 
which are also important and efficient accountability mechanisms 

 
Direct accountability to local rate payers will be lost, and overall accountability for public 
funds diminished, if federal accountability requirements are allowed to override local 
requirements. Municipal governments be recognized from what they are – responsible 
orders of government – and treated differently from the usual non-profit or private 
signatories to federal contribution agreements. 
 
Related to the concept of two-way accountability is a full and fair application of the 
principle of cost-sharing.  If a project funded through BCF is to be a truly shared project 
between three orders of government, meeting common or intersecting interests and 
policy objectives, then all costs associated with the project ought to be shared.  True cost 
sharing will guard against wasteful duplication and ensure that accountability is truly and 
fairly shared. 

 
 
3. Share objectives, shared costs 

 
Projects funded by BCF, as were those funded by MRIF, are cost shared by all three 
orders of government because the projects respond to the objectives and interests of 
each of the three partners. Federal, provincial and territorial funding provided to the 
municipal governments to implement a specific project is not provided as charity, but is 
provided because the project will meet federal, provincial and territorial as well as 
municipal objectives.  The principle of meeting shared and common interests through 
application based funding programs such as BCF and MRIF are well understood and 
supported. 
 
The principle of sharing costs equally on projects with shared objectives has not been 
well applied in MRIF.  The principle of cost sharing must apply to all costs associated with 
completing a project with shared objectives, including all costs that are capitalized on 
municipal books, as well as all the costs of meeting duplicate or redundant federal, 
provincial and territorial accountability and compliance requirements. Reimbursing project 
expenses that do not represent 100% of the actual costs incurred by municipal 
governments means that a project is not truly cost shared. All of these costs must be 
considered eligible under BCF if this program is intended to support projects with shared 
and common objectives.  
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 
 
 
1. Application process 

 

a. One would expect in a competitive, application-based funding program, that projects 
representing the highest and best use for public funds would be put forward for the 
competition, and would be the ones most likely to receive a favorable decision. 
However, uncertainty over approval criteria and the timing of decision-making makes 
it difficult for municipalities to recommend top priority projects for a competitive 
environment. High priority projects as defined in municipal capital plans often can not 
wait for lengthy application review processes, nor necessarily and easily comply with 
tightly defined and inflexible administrative requirements. 
 
It was noted that some potential high priority projects were delayed beyond the time 
when they should logically have been implemented in hope of receiving MRIF 
funding, while others were not pursued as MRIF projects by council because of the 
uncertainty of the MRIF process and the urgent need to proceed. 

 

With the exception of the Northwest Territories, where the program design allowed in 
all municipalities to receive MRIF funds, across the country, the ratio of municipalities 
winning MRIF grants varied from as few as one in ten to one in three.  This resulted in 
a high degree of uncertainty by applicants over the potential for success. Some 
participants likened receiving an MRIF grant to “winning a lottery.” Project objectives 
for each intake of BCF must be clearly communicated to all municipalities before 
applications are accepted so that proper planning can occur.  Sufficient time must be 
given to preparing applications, so that the best projects are selected and included in 
the application. 

 
In addition, several municipal participants noted that the timing of MRIF decisions, 
whether it was the actual application consideration and approval process, or the 
public release of the decision, had caused their municipalities to miss relatively small 
construction windows.   

 
One solution that was presented was that BCF should apply “global incrementality” 
when assessing project applications. This would allow municipalities to begin a 
project before the application is assessed or a funding decision made, at the same 
time as guaranteeing to the Government of Canada that any funds awarded to this 
project would still be incremental to the municipality’s capital plan.  This approach 
would give municipalities more certainty, so that a high-priority project could begin 
according to their capital plan rather than when the project application is approved, 
recognizing all the while that if approval were not granted it must funded from other 
municipal sources.  This practice would limit construction cost inflation by limiting the 
time between application and project tendering, and more importantly, allow 
municipalities to advance their truly high priority projects without the uncertainty of 
waiting for a decision on an application. 

 
b. Municipal staff also related that the level of detail required in the MRIF application 

process, particularly from consulting engineers, was expensive and not automatically 
transferable to the final project if approval were granted nor if the municipality 
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proceeded on its own. The detail required in the application process does not 
recognize or respect the existing project planning processes required by municipal 
capital planning, project management or reporting. 

 
c. Finally, it was recommended that in addition to electronic submissions, that applicants 

be able to monitor online detailed progress of their applications to provide greater 
predictability to the applicant. 

 
 
2. Eligible costs 

 
a. Inflexibly applied Treasury Board guidelines resulted in numerous project costs being 

deemed ineligible under MRIF, for example, legal costs, land acquisition costs, and 
crop damage costs. All of these costs must then be borne 100% by the municipality, 
and are deemed capital expenses by the municipality under their long range capital 
plans. Municipal representatives recommend that if a project cost qualifies for 
inclusion as part of the "cost of a tangible capital asset” according to GAAP, it should 
be eligible for funding under the federal programs.  This approach respects 
established municipal capital planning and reporting processes. 

 
b. Municipalities incorporate existing provincial or territorial grants and transfers in their 

long term capital plans.  The federal government should permit municipalities to use 
these provincial or territorial funds to contribute towards their one-third cost share of 
the project. 

 

 
3. Financial 

 
a. Excessive detail is required prior to grant payments, including photocopies or scans 

of cancelled checks.  It is recommended that the federal government review their 
financial system requirements, as this is probably the only circumstance in which 
detail of this kind is required by one government from another prior to a payment 
being processed. 

 
b. It was also recommended that progress payments be made, at least partially, in 

advance of claims being submitted, recognizing that the carrying costs are now 
currently borne entirely by the municipal partner. 

 
 
4. Audit 

 

All municipalities are subject to external audit of the financial operations of their operating 
and capital activities and these audits include all of the projects that would be funded 
using federal funds, such as through BCF. Duplicate or redundant audit requirements 
should be eliminated, or else the costs of federal audit requirements borne entirely by the 
Government of Canada. 
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5. Sports vs. recreation 

 
Municipal participants objected to any federal efforts to define and differentiate sports and 
recreation facilities, on the grounds that this type of detailed and technical decision 
should be left to the discretion of the locally elected government.  Sports and recreation 
facilities are only approved for construction in a long-term plan after extensive public 
consultation, user need assessments and financial sustainability assessments.  Federal 
intervention in this area will distort local priority setting. Definitions of eligible projects 
should be kept as wide and flexible as possible. 

 
 
6. Transit strategy 
 

Eligible project costs under BCF must include all capital costs as recognized under a 
municipality’s existing capital plans.  In the case of transit, this means including rolling 
stock in particular as an eligible capital expense. 

 
 
7. Capacity building 
 

a. It was recommended that this be included as an eligible project category to assist 
municipalities in the development of asset management and fiscal sustainability 
plans. Increasingly local capacity in this area, coupled with an administrative design 
that respects and rewards good local planning, with increase the effectiveness of 
public funds allocated through BCF.  

 
b. In addition, internally sourced professional services, such as design or engineering 

work, was not considered an eligible expense under MRIF. This has the unintended 
consequence of encouraging municipalities to contract this type of work out, so that it 
can be claimed against the project, rather than building internal capacity. 

 
 

8. Technical (environmental approvals) 
 

It was noted that there were circumstances where largely duplicate approval processes 
were required because of the involvement of the federal government.  It is strongly 
recommended that the federal government, where possible, waive its environmental 
assessment process, where provincial processes meet or exceed federal requirements. 

 
 
9. Performance Measurement 

 
Municipal participants indicated that they already produced numerous efficiency and 
effectiveness measures as part of existing planning and reporting processes, and that 
federal outcomes reporting requirements would be better met either by collecting data at 
the national level using existing measures, rather than spending scarce resources 
attempting to create an entirely new system. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Municipal experiences with the application and administrative processes of MRIF were poor. 
These design deficiencies imposed significant additional costs on municipalities, and for 
many smaller communities in particular these costs were prohibitive, which in some cases 
limited participation, while in others distorted local priority setting and project management.   
 
Accordingly, expectations are high that the administrative design of BCF will mark a 
significant departure and improvement over the approach used in the MRIF program. 
Therefore, in turn, expectations are high that the real life concerns and innovative 
approaches and ideas shared during this consultation by those people who best understand 
the impact of federal design decisions – municipal practioners on the receiving end of federal 
funding programs like MRIF and BCF – will be reflected in the final administrative design of 
the Building Canada Fund. 
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ANNEX 1 

 
 

FCM 
Topics of Discussion 

Ottawa, ON 
August 23, 2007 

 
 

1. Technical 

2. Capacity Building 

3. Eligible Costs 

4. First Nations 

5. Transit Strategy 

6. Sport vs. Recreation 

7. Financial 

8. Performance Indicators 

9. Reporting 

10. Audit 

11. Secretariat 

12. Application Process 

13. Communications 
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